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Abstract
Edge detection is one of today’s hottest computer vision issues with widely applications. It
is beneficial for improving the capability of many vision systems, such as semantic segmen-
tation, salient object detection and object recognition. Deep convolution neural networks
(CNNs) recently have been employed to extract robust features, and have achieved a def-
inite improvement. However, there is still a long run to study this hotspot with the main
reason that CNNs-based approaches may cause the edges thicker. To address this problem, a
novel semantic edge detection algorithm using multi-scale features is proposed. Our model
is deep symmetrical metric learning network, which includes 3 key parts. Firstly, the deep
detail layer, as a preprocessing layer and a guide module, is employed to remove some
low-frequency information and still maintain the edge. Secondly, the deep encoder-decoder
networks extract multi-scale features of original image, integrated for complementing infor-
mation among each level feature. Finally, metric learning is introduced to generate a metric
space used to predict edge result. It is easy to distinguish different categories, such as edge
space and object space. Simulations and comparisons on benchmark datasets demonstrate
the proposed algorithm is superior to the others through visual and quantitative evaluation,
and specifically, the score of ODS reachs 0.788.
Keywords Edge detection · Guide filter · Convolution encoder-decoder network ·
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1 Introduction
In the field of computer vision, edge detection is a hotspot. Its objective is to locate the
boundaries from natural to distinguish the desired object from the background. Edge detec-
tion is usually regarded as low-level task, but it is widely used in high-level field nowadays.
Meanwhile, edge detection has been demonstrated by many previous researchers to be so
significant in many relative fields, i.e., object detection [10, 23, 45], image segmentation
[5, 40, 51], object proposal [38, 49] and salient detection [42].
Generally, semantic edge detection can be separated into two approaches: primary (hand-
crafted based) approaches and deep-learned based approaches. For handcrafted methods
[1, 7, 9, 27, 37], the researchers usually utilize several hand-made features (such as gradi-
ents, texture, brightness and colors) to attain edges of image, because image includes many
important structures and background details. The researchers, like Sobel [37], Robert [33]
and Prewitt [30], use filters to create gradient maps, and then construct an edge graph. The
hand-made features are utilized as one of the most important cues in [1, 27]. Relying on
hand-made features limits the inchoate edge detection method to capturing the semantic
concepts of objects, although it has made great progress.
Furthermore, since deep convolution neural networks (CNNs) are able to construct a
robust semantic features, it is widely employed in the field of pattern recognition and com-
puter vision and has made great progress, i.e., image classification [19, 21, 31], semantic
segmentation [25, 29], object recognition [12, 32, 46] , salient object detection [39, 48, 50]
and feature extraction [43]. It’s also employed to address the shortcoming of hand-crafted
features in edge detection. For instance, HED [41], COB [26], Deepcontour [35] and
DeepEdge [3] all construct the edge detection model based on the deep-learned. Though
they have achieved several improvements on capability, there still exists plenty of space for
development in these CNNs-based methods.
In previous works [41], multi-scale features have proved that it improves the accuracy of
classification. Take this into account, we construct a deep edge detection model to extract
robust multi-scale feature in our paper. Simultaneously, we also consider most previous
works are sensitive to noise, and metric learning is widely applied in computer vision due
to the ability to generate feature spaces. Therefore, in order to construct a robust metric
space, an end-to-end deep metric expression is proposed. Different from DeepContour, we
also expect to find a metric space composed of many robust features which can easily
judge edge or object. In order to achieve the idea, we also construct a metric space by the
deep metric expression algorithm. Three key contents and contributions of the paper are as
follow:
Firstly, prior to the symmetrical network architecture, we preprocess the original image
to filter some low frequency information and still maintain the image edges. Because the
image edge belongs to detail information, too much redundant information in the original
image causes the deep network non-converge in the process of training.
Secondly, we construct an end-to-end network which is more efficient to extract robust
semantic feature. Simultaneously, all multi-scale features are integrated for complementing
information among the features of each level. The multi-scale features can full use low-level
features and high-level features and make the boundary of objects clearer.
Finally, a metric space to distinguish edge from object is generated by metric learning.
In this space, the between-class distance will be larger than the within-class distance so that
we can decrease the metric losses caused via being dropped the low-level information in
symmetrical networks. Therefore, we can easily divide each pixel into edge category and
object category.
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2 Related works
Detecting the edge of the image is one of the most fundamental issues in computer vision,
but it is also considered as one of the most difficult study. So far, edge detection is gener-
ally classified into two kinds: hand-made feature based approaches and deep feature based
approaches. In the next discussion, we will briefly review some representative methods.
The traditional features contain color, texture and gradients, etc. For example, the com-
mon one of the gradient methods is Robert [33] Priwitt [30] and Sobel [37]. The Robert
[33] operator is very simple and sensitive to noise. It may be easy to appear isolated points.
Therefore, J.Priwitt and Sobel is proposed to deal with this problem. Canny is an opti-
mization operator that combines image smoothing, edge enhancement and edge detection.
In canny, the Gaussian function is added as a processing operation, and the principle of
non maximal suppression is employed to strengthen the margin. Finally, the thresholds are
employed to extract the edge. In addition, in [27], multiple local information like color,
brightness and texture are combined into a globalization framework. Dollar [8] proposed a
semantic edge detection approach which refer to the boosted edge learning which tries to
generate edge category and non-edge category via probabilistic boosting trees. The above
approaches are on the basis of hand-made features, which easily have the limitation that
hand-made features are sensitive to noise.
Recently, Both of HED [41] and COB [26] approaches employ multi-scale features,
which have a great performance: fine-tune the classifier. HED algorithm deal well with two
main problems, composed of versatile image train and multi-scale features learn. COB is
diverse from HED that mixes contour orientation estimation and the pixels classification,
and introduces the representation of sparse boundary. In DeepEdge [3] algorithm, the author
employs the features that is related to main object as the cues, but not low-level cues, to
semantic edge detection. For DeepContour [35], the work of edge detection is regarded as a
classification issue, which utilizes the CNNs to create a stable model to obtain two kinds of
categories. The achievement based on CNNs have appeared generally and it still has a large
place to improve the performance of these CNN-based approaches. Therefore, a prominent
edge detection with deep metric expression and multi-scale features is proposed.
The proposed method in this paper obviously differs from the above-mentioned
approaches in the following two aspects. Firstly, the proposed approach integrates multi-
scale features with multiple levels. Abundant features can be obtained because the high-
scale features can denote semantic features and low-level features which contain detail
information. Secondly, the idea of metric learning is employed to predict the edge and non-
edge regions, that will make the model more robust. In the paper, the metric space, used
to metric multi-level features, can enhance the robustness of proposed method. Finally, we
employ stochastic gradient descent (SGD) method to update parameters of our model.
3 Proposed network
Inspired by architectures of ResNet [17] and U-Net [34], as shown in Fig. 1, a deep symmet-
rical metric learning (DSML) network is proposed to deal with the issue of edge detection.
We generate an end-to-end network (DSML) to learn robust features, and use matric learn-
ing to reduce the training loss that are caused via dropping low-level features in the process
of symmetrical network. The DSML architecture is composed of 3 key parts: (1) Guide fil-
ter pre-process the origin image. (2) Deep symmetrical network is used to generate robust
features. (3) Metric learning space is utilized to construct a outline graph.
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Fig. 1 The framework of our DSML network is employed to detect the edge of image, where ‘A’ and ‘B’
respectively denote the feature spaces of edge and object
3.1 Motivation
With the development of the machine learning and pattern recognition, metric learning is
increasingly fashionable in many fields, such as image classification [13, 15, 47], informa-
tion retrieval [22], human identification [20] and face recognition [18, 28]. Furthermore,
the goal of metric learning is specially for classifying edge category and non-edge cate-
gory. Specifically, metric learning is able to construct multi-scale features that have ability
to judge each pixel as edge or object. In addition, some previous works have proved that
the multi-scale feature can be beneficial to improve the result of edge. Since the low-level
features contain more details and the high-level features denote the sematic property of
images. Combining the low-level, middle-level and high-level features can make them com-
plement each other. Therefore, due to the advantage of multi-scale features combination and
the robustness of metric space, we propose a symmetrical network based on deep metric
expression.
3.2 Guidemodule
Guide filter is the first module of our proposed architecture. From the part (a) of Fig. 1,
prior to symmetrical CNNs, we employ guide module to filter the RGB-color image to get
a detail graph.
No similar to the way of training previous networks, they use large ImageNet [6] to
initialize the parameters of their networks. In the stage of our training, only the BSDS500
dataset and its augmentation dataset are used as our training dataset. Our network is tough to
converge on account of our not rich training dataset. Therefore, it’s necessary to preprocess
our input image for efficiently improving the convergence speed of our network.
Take the above analysis into account, in order to deal with non-convergence problem, the
guide filter [16] is introduced. We are able to obtain a lot of high-frequency information,
and most information of low-frequency features will be ignored via the filter. Magically,
guide filter still remain the existence of edges. The operation has the ability to accelerate
the pace of our DSML convergence, which ensure to greatly extract multi-scale features.
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3.3 Convolution symmetrical networks
It is universally known that, the low-level feature consists of a lot of available information,
and the receptive field becomes larger and larger with the convolution layers increased.
Finally, too much information of the low-level features will be suppressed, as high-level
features form. If the model only uses the high-level features of the last layer, the edge of
natural object will be specially thick in the final outline graph because lots of available
details of low-level features will be lost. It urges us to introduce the convolution symmetrical
network to attain multi-scale features.
As shown in Fig. 1, based on the U-Net architecture [34] and the ResNet [17] algorithm,
the proposed encoder and decoder module is a symmetrical architecture. Our encoder-
decoder CNN contains basic module of ResNet that is an international fashionable and
popular network at present. Thanks to residual mapping structure of ResNet, it is good
for network gradient to feed-forward, which avoids gradient disappear and learns metric
space well. In encoder module or decoder module, we repeat a basic operation, respectively.
Encoder part includes lot of down-samplings, and at every down-sampling operation, we
use convolution with stride 2 to add one time higher than the number of feature channels.
Decoder part contains many up-samplings, the deconvolution in full convolution network
[25] is used in the operation of up-sampling. Specifically, there are 8 ResNets block both
in our Encoder and Decoder symmetrical network. As shown in Fig. 1 c, in order to change
the abstract information into quantifiable information, the feature vectors are employed to
metric the distance of the corresponding pixels.
As we know, too many low-level features are dropped in symmetrical network, which
will make gradient vanish so that the network is tough to converge. To avoid too many
details from being dropped, skip connection is employed to deal with the problem. Finally,
in the decoder network of Fig. 1, we directly fortify the scale with the final two down-
sampling layers. The contribution of the process is that the geometric features learned from
the encoder block will be full used in the decoder network so that some improvement will be
abtained in the final result. Merely two skip connection is employed in high layer, because
there are needn’t too much detail information in edge detection.
Through convolution symmetrical CNNs, we hope to create multi-scale feature graph. As
the part (b) of Fig. 1 shown, different-scale image is converted to lots of same-scale features
via up-samplings. From the part (c) of Fig. 1, metric loss is utilized to metric the distance
between different pixels. The details of metric loss are described in next Section 3.4.
3.4 Metric loss function
On the basis of deep learning, many previous networks in the field of edge detection utilized
cross-entropy function which measures the losses of the output. The loss function expression
of the n times iteration is as follow:
Loss(n)(θ) = −
m∑
i=1
1∑
j=0
Q{li = j} logP((li = j)|θ) (1)
where the θ is the coefficient of the whole network, the j ∈ {0, 1} denotes binary edge map
of the corresponding GT (Ground Truth) image, the Q(li = j) ∈ [0, 1] and P((li = j)|θ) ∈
[0, 1]. Our softmax loss formula has a same expression as formula (1).
The proposed algorithm uses two losses: metric loss function and softmax loss function.
In process of training, the metric loss is leveraged to practice the proposed algorithm. And
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in the process of testing, the softmax loss is leveraged to get outline map. The first one is
the metric loss, which measures the loss from misjudging edge to non-edge or non-edge to
edge. In training stage, the input of our network is an image with the shape of H × W , and
the output of our network is a feature space(FS) with the shape of H × W × C. Since every
pixel in original image is matched to a C-dimensional vector in the feature space, the metric
loss formula of our model is as follow:
L
(n)
DSML(f, f
−, f +) = −‖f − f −‖22 + ‖f − f +‖22 + p (2)
where f is the matched anchor vector of each pixel in RGB color image, and the f + and
f − denote respective the positive vector and negative vector of anchor vector. The final
one p is regularization term, and p is equal to 4 in our model. Intuitively, the distance of
two vectors from different categories ought to be larger, on the contrary, the distance of two
vectors from the same category ought to be smaller.
Another one is softmax loss, which is just employed in testing stage, but not employed
in training stage. It makes sure that the final result is a continuous edge graph and keeps the
edge not too thick.
4 Simulations
Since Caffe is widely used in the stage of training network, our network is also implemented
on it. Gradient is used to deal with image composition [44], but we use its application
(stochastic gradient descent) as our loss function. We utilize SGD algorithm with the mini-
batch size of 5, the momentum value of 9/10 and the weight decay value of 10−8. We train
nearly 1.1 × 105 iterations for our algorithm. With the motivation of making DSML more
equitable and universal through the comparison with other deep algorithms, we make exper-
iments at BSDS500 dataset which is widely employed in deep learning. All simulations
are trained on a PC with GTX TITAN X Pascal, 64GB RAM and Intel(R)Xeon(R) CPU
E5-2670.
4.1 Training and testing
As everyone knows, it’s worthless that the network is easy to appear the result of over-fitting
if the dataset is too small in training stages. Many traditional works often employ the Ima-
geNet [6] to train VGG16 model to initialize their network parameters so that their network
can avoid over-fitting. Without initialization, our training dataset just consists of 200 which
is very few in the process of training, so we need expand our dataset in a good strategy.
Inspired by the data expansion of HED, our original data is employed to achieve data aug-
mentation via multi-angles of flipping, rotation. Only original dataset and its augmentation
dataset are used to train our proposed network. Simulation shows that, we also have reached
great result even if we don’t utilize any pre-training approach to initialize our networks.
4.1.1 Hard negative mining
Through our observation, a serious issue occurred when we train our network architecture.
The problem is that the network cannot converge to a balance point because the number of
non-edge samples is more than edge samples’ in our training stages. Take this into account,
i.e. SSD algorithm [24], we only keep the number of edge samples and non-edge samples
at a balanced ratio so that our DSML can converge healthily. We have also experienced this
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difficulty in our other paper, we delete some negative samples (non-edge samples) in our
training stages. The specific operations of strategy are that the counts of edge pixels are
set as Y and the counts of non-edge pixels are set as X, then sorting all the loss via their
confidence values in a non-increasing order. In our model, X > Y , our model just need take
the top Y of negative samples according to the descending order to ensure the rate of edge
samples and non-edge samples is 1, then the coordinate of each edge pixel is renewed.
4.2 Evaluation
For the evaluation criteria, we use 4 standard evaluation indexes: fuzzy mea-
sure
(
2·Precision·Recall
P recision+Recall
)
with Optimal-dataset-scale(ODS), Optimal-image-scale(OIS) and
Average-precision(AP) and PR curves. OIS denotes fuzzy measure value when each image
is in an optimal state. ODS denotes the F-Score with a confirmed outline threshold. AP
value is the shorthand of average precision. We can get PR curve with binary masks formed
through recall sliding by the step of 0.01, which is most widely utilized. All of these four
indexes are better when the value of them are larger.
Our approach is compared with 6 traditional approaches and 5 deep learning approaches.
The six traditional approaches are Dollar [8], MCG [2], gPb [1], OEF [14], SCG [2] and
SE [9]. The five deep learning approaches are COB [26], HED [41], Deepcontour [35],
N4-Fields [11] and DeepEdge [3].
We evaluate our model by 100 validations at BSDS500 dataset. From the Fig. 2, we
have direct visual comparison with other five deep learning networks to finish qualitative
assessment. We can see that, our edge maps are more accurate than others, which shows our
DSML doesn’t have too much redundant details. Our DSML is comparative with these five
kinds deep networks. Besides, we also select some images with complex edge to explain
(a) Images (b) GT (c) DeepContour (d) COB (e) HED (f) N 4 -field (g) Ours
Fig. 2 Comparisons our result with other five popular approaches in qualitatively visual scenes
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Table 1 Comparison our method with other 11 previous methods quantitatively, in three evaluation indexes
(ODS, OIS and AP)
Method OIS ODS AP
Human 0.80 0.80 –
Dollar [8] 0.719 0.698 0.564
MCG [2] 0.772 0.748 0.789
gPb [1] 0.745 0.719 0.750
OEF [14] 0.760 0.739 0.719
SCG [2] 0.763 0.740 0.774
SE [9] 0.767 0.741 0.790
COB [26] 0.802 0.782 0.825
HED [41] 0.806 0.786 0.840
DeepContour [35] 0.776 0.757 0.795
DeepEdge [3] 0.772 0.753 0.806
N4−Fields [11] 0.741 0.730 0.753
Ours 0.804 0.788 0.845
The bold fonts are to emphasize the favorable performance of our algorithm compared with others
the capability of our propose method. It’s clear that our proposed method has achieve com-
petitive results, as shown in Fig. 4. Though we reach great performance, we still can reach
more satisfactory outcome if we also initialize our network parameter by ImageNet.
Furthermore, We also have quantitative comparison with the 11 previous methods, with
the result in Table 1 and Fig. 3. Compared with COB method, our DSML is absolutely
dominance based on all evaluation indexes. Compared with the most popular method HED
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[F=.75] DeepEdge
[F=.75] MCG
[F=.74] SE
[F=.74] OEF
[F=.73] N4-Fields
[F=.72] gPb
[F=.70] Dollar
Fig. 3 Comparison of PR curves with other approaches at BSDS500 dataset
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(a) Images (b) GT (c) DeepContour (d) COB (e) HED (f) N 4 -field (g) Ours
Fig. 4 Comparisons our results with other four models in more complex scenes
nowadays, though our result is close to HED on OIS F-scores and ODS, our result is a bit
higher than on AP. On the one hand, the OIS of the proposed model is 3.2% and 2.8% greater
than DeepEdge and DeepContour respectively. On the other hand, the ODS of DSML are
3.5% and 3.1% greater than theirs respectively. The OIS and ODS score of DSML, to their
credit, are far greater than other primary algorithms. With the comparison on AP value, it’s
not doubt that our DSML is nearly higher than all traditional methods. As shown in Fig. 3,
it’s clear that our PR curve (the red one) is greater than others. Therefore, we can say that
our DSML has a dominance hierarchy, as shown by the visual comparisons in Fig. 4.
The advantage of guide filter To intuitively illustrate the advantage of preprocessing, we
utilize the different strategies to evaluate the performance of our network (DSML). We show
the statistic comparison in Table 2. As shown in Table 2, it is clear that the model outcome of
using guide filter as the preprocessing layer is better than the other. Meanwhile, it’s proved
that Guided Filtering can improve the capability of the model.
Running time Though our model is deeper, it only spends 94 ms for our model to generate
each outline with GPU.
Table 2 The advantage of guide filter
Method Guide filter ODS OIS AP
Ours No 0.776 0.782 0.801
Yes 0.788 0.804 0.845
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(a) Images (b) Ours (c) Images (d) Ours
Fig. 5 The performances of our model at NYUD dataset
NYUD dataset Furthermore, we select NYUD Dataset as the other test datasets. NYUD
[36] dataset includes 1449 samples with pairs of matched depth and RGB images. Most
of them contain large edge information, it belongs to challenging dataset for the field of
edge detection. It has widely used in edge detection. And we choose 200 images for testing.
It’s noted that our model does not train on this dataset. During testing, the trained models
is then directly tested on distorted images. Fig. 5 shows that our model can obtain well
performance.
5 Conclusion
In this work, a deep symmetrical metric learning algorithm is proposed for edge detection. In
DSML algorithm, semantic edge detection with deep metric expression is mainly explored
where favorable results are obtained. Our network is constructed by deep metric expression
consisting of three key blocks: guide filter, convolution symmetrical networks, metric learn-
ing space. Since the detail layers are able to quickly reduce computational cost via metric
learning, we are able to construct a robust metric space which are capable of telling the dif-
ference between the desired objects and the background. Furthermore, experimental results
on public datasets show that our model is comparative with many previous models.
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